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The Story
Mohammad Zahid

Did you hear the story,
lost travelers tell each other
to kill time in endless forests
while in search of a road
to take them home eventually?
I had told someone, was it you?
or was I telling it to myself,
the day when you left
there was no road ahead,
nor one to retreat
I lay on the crossroads,
face up, arms stretched East West
nailed with persistent penitence.
Patience looks hard in the beginning
harder midway, but fruitful in the end
likewise I turned into a compass
on the crossroads like a milestone
telling it was a long road ahead
longer even to retrace
unending on the right, infinite
on the left, still,
I worked like a compass,
showing North, Upwards.
The shortest distance was escape!!
And then, the whirlwind came
turning the compass into a weather vane
the tempests of Fate!!
lost in the foggy forests
North, was everywhere…..
There was no escape!!
The story ends,
unfinished….
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